Own label-announcements: We're taking pre-orders for these two new Drone EPs, planned RELEASE DATE: 23. August 2010:

**DR-99 WYRM - Divination Bones**
*picture-7"* € 8.50
(US; excellent abstract drone-experimentalism by this mysterious project by the long active ALLAN ZANE. The second ever PICTURE-disc on Drone Records, comes in extreme handmade / handpainted cover & parchment inlay, numbered ed. of only 250 copies!)

**DR-100 SPIRACLE - Evestrum**
*7"* € 7.00
(Japan/Switzerland; two pieces of sublime Drone-Muzak, mesmerizing and mind-expanding sonic clouds. The project of HITOSHI KOJO. Comes on clear vinyl in handmade cotton wool & gauze bandage cover, something you haven't seen before yet! This is the final statement in the Drone Records 7" series! Lim. 300.)

These will be the LAST every Drone EPs, and both are very special in design & sound!! Pre order now!!! We will continue releasing newcomers from the Drone-scene, but not on 7" format!!

Lots of little highlights in this issue, a fabulous new CDR by FEINE TRINKERS BEI PINKELS DAHEIM, a re-issue of YEN POX dark ambient masterpiece BLOOD MUSIC with bonusmaterial, a great new FEAR DROP issue with articles about drone-music, the stunning debut album by TAPHEPHOBIA, the comeback of ULTRA MILKMAIDS, lots of rare Russian releases by LUNAR ABYS and VRESNIT and more, great stuff from US - label INTRACTION; two fabulous releases by JÚPPALA KÄÄPIÖ (another project with HITOSHI KOJO), etc. etc. plus the rare & expensive items by classic acts like CURRENT 93 (the most insane box on V.O.D. we ever saw!), THOMAS KONER, ORGANUM and others. (better be quick if interested!)

As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. In listing the titles are listed in stock, are backorderable quickly. All prices are in Euro and DO NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed on the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in looking at SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website. Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de. PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!

BUILD DREAMMACHINES TO HELP US WAKE UP!! with best drones from BaraKa[H]

**ANEMONE TUBE - Dream Landscape** CD Silken Tofu STX.11 2010 strong return (after 9 years pause) of this German experimental ambient project with a "morbid vision of a landscape", based on field recordings made in China; standard edition in luxurious cover lim. 500. 13,00 www.silkentofu.org

**ANEMONE TUBE - Dream Landscape (special edition)** CD + DVD Silken Tofu STX.11* 2010 strong return (after 9 years pause) of this German experimental ambient project with a "morbid vision of a landscape", based on field recordings made in China; this is the special edition (lim. 200) in a luxurious foldout cover with bonus DVD feat. a work by Brazilian video artist GUSTAVO DE LACERDA. 21,50 www.silkentofu.org

**ANGELI, PAOLO - Tobi C D/C/DVD (dualdisc) Re£ Megacorp PA4 2006 super-catchy track from the film (viewable on DVD side) by NANNI ANGELI, played on a special instrument (a kind of extended guitar with many extra strings, motors, jazzy and improved elements) 15,000 with DVD, + with funny dolphins card, ltd. edition 100 copies, must see!!)

**ATHEUS - Soundscapes & Drones** CD Ghostsounds PXYCH.05 2009 deep ambient night drones from Canada, electronic & at times dubby, on the label of ANDERS PETERSON (OBJECT4, RELAXYCH.0, etc.); nice price! 10,00 www.ghostsounds.net

**BREAD & BUTTER BAND CH - Soundscape One / Distant Radiance** II* 12" Ghostsounds PXYCH.04 2009 long play split 12" (31 min) by the two deep ambient projects; comes on orange marbled vinyl 10,00 www.ghostsounds.net

**BUDE, MAURIZIO / MAOR APPELBAUM - Innervation CD-R AFE Records ale105cd 2008 hypnotizing noises & connecting to the world of neurochemical impulses, roaring like wind & fire; lim. 300 copies, professional full colour cover & pro-duplicated CDR 13,00 www.afe records.com

**BIRDS BUILD NESTS UNDER ARAN® - The Mumps Reflections** CD-R Love Nest / Piers 2010 tour CDR (for a tour that never happened?) from the two Czech experimental projects; lovely weird found sounds meet ARANOS handplayed instrumental obscurities... 6,00 www.bbnu.eu

**BISCHOF, BORIS - Last at Backer** CD Conspiracy Records CORE024 2005 epic one-tracker (43 min) recorded 2003 12,50 www.conspiracyrecords.com


**BOLO, CES - Dying Star** CD-R Dragonseye Recordings de005lcd 2008 deep melancholic drone album (limited edition 300) with CD-Rom in fold out cover, connected to the world of neurochemical impulses, roaring like wind & fire; lim. 300 copies, professional full colour cover & pro-duplicated CDR 13,00 www.dragonseyerecords.com

**BRANCA, IVAN - Bardo. Vertep** CD No Echo Records NE-019 2010 Serbian composer & guitarist with very nice album - slowly melancholic & minimal tunes, sounding at times like a violin or other strings; he calls it "linear photographic music"; highly recommended if you like emotional ambient drones!!! 12,50 www.noechorecords.com

**COMPEST - Ruinen** CD-R Tosom 044 2009 project of MARTIN STEINEBACH (CONSCIENTIA PECCATI, etc.) with electronic ambience using ethnic rhythms; lim. 150 DVD box with 3 photo colour inlays connected to the world of neurochemical impulses, roaring like wind & fire; lim. 300 copies, professional full colour cover & pro-duplicated CDR 13,00 www.tosom.de

**CONSOLATION, ENRICO - Sea Cathedrals** www.silentes.net 12,50 www.silentes.net

**CONIGLIO - Dying Star** CD-R AFE Records afe105lcd 2008 hypnotizing drones & noises connected to the world of neurochemical impulses, roaring like wind & fire; lim. 300 copies, professional full colour cover & pro-duplicated CDR 13,00 www.aferecords.com

**CONIGLIO, ENRICO - VII** www.importantrecords.com 13,50 www.importantrecords.com

**CONJURE - CRIA CUERVOS - L'Ombilic des Limbes** 3,00 www.criacuervos.com

**CUATROMOSAILOS - Final, Godflesh**! Four long tracks, lim. 500 deluxe gatefold cover; numbered edition on coloured vinyl 31,50 www. tonefloat.com

**CRIA CUERVOS - Ruins of the Church** CD-R V.O.D. Records VOD74 2010 lim. 600 embossed wood-box Vol. 1 with unreleased material 1983-1995 on 2 LPs plus 4 rare live performances on the other 2 LPs, incl. special art-poster, metal badge, 28 page booklet; without the VOD members 7"!! 99,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com

**CUBITAL - BRISE-NEIGE & THE PEARL QUEENS / RE LUX: CD-R AFE Records ale005cd 2008 hypnotizing noises & connecting to the world of neurochemical impulses, roaring like wind & fire; lim. 300 copies, professional full colour cover & pro-duplicated CDR 13,00 www.afe records.com

**CURRENT 93 - Box Volume 2 (Christ & the Pale Queens / Red Face / Emblems / As the World disappears)** 24 www.current93.com

**CURRENT 93 - Live in Amsterdam, 8 December 1984 / Live in Hamburg, 16 June 1985** 12,50 www.current93.com

**CURRENT 93 - Live in Amsterdam, 8 December 1984 / Live in Hamburg, 16 June 1985 LP Vinyl-On-Demand VOD74.4 2010 single copy of the fourth record from the VOD-box 1; lim. 231 copies (apart from those that came with...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>CURRENT 93 - Live in Tokyo, 20/12/2001 LP Vinyl-On-Demand VOD74.3 2010 single copy of the third record from the VOD-box I; lim. 231 copies (apart from those that came with the boxes) 18,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>CURRENT 93 - Unreleased Rarities, Out-takes and Rehearsals Volume I 1984-1990 LP Vinyl-On-Demand VOD74.1 2010 single copy of the first record from the VOD-box I; lim. 231 copies (apart from those that came with the boxes) 18,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>CURRENT 93 - Unreleased Rarities, Out-takes and Rehearsals Volume II 1991-1995 LP Vinyl-On-Demand VOD74.2 2010 single copy of the second record from the VOD-box I; lim. 231 copies (apart from those that came with the boxes) 18,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>CUTLER, CHRIS / THOMAS DIMUZIO / FRED FRITH - Golden State Limited edition LP ReR 196.966550 2010 lovely designed LP edition (180 gr.) with four recordings made 1999-2002 (in LOS ANGELES &amp; SAN FRANCISCO) comes with circular die-cut sleeve; we have copies on white &amp; black vinyl in stock 20,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>DEAD MAURACIUS - Un Apres-Midi Suisse CD-R NPH 002 2010 new French project with second CDR - between darwing Musique Concrete / weird sonic ambience &amp; more atmospheric dense material; worth to discover, comes in DVD case 12,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>DENT, LOREN - Anthropology Vol. 1 CD Infraction INF034 2009 another newcomer on the never disappointing Infraction-label; beautiful orchestral ambience, uplifting &amp; spacious light-drones 13,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>DUKSTRA, RAYMOND - L'Opus L'H CD Dekorder 040 2010 2nd title in the series &quot;the advantages of schizophrenia&quot; by this unique soundg Dutch artist; lim. 300 13,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>DMDN - Sling Trip 2 CD Supreme Tool Supplies STS4 1996 second collection of MC-material from the 80's by this Dutch noise-artist (also known as DVA MET DVA NICHTS and with his label MIDAS MUSIC), all released 1987-1995 by MIDAS MUSIC (aka DVA MET DVA NICHTS) &amp; LEOJEUL 50, copies 10,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>DRAFTED BY MINOTAURS Aversion Therapy do-LP Infraction INF038LP 2009 beautiful cinematic ambience by this US-duo, using guitars, cello, violin, trumpet &amp; glockenspiel; comes in luxus gatefold-cover, lim. 489 copies, their first release 26,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>ENCOMIAST / THE COPPER THIEVES - 139 Nevada do-CDR-box Lens Records LENS0103 2009 based on recordings made in a &quot;haunted&quot; Theatre in Central City, Colorado; one full disc by ENCOMIAST, the other by COPPER THIEVES; comes in a die-cut sleeve; we have copies on white &amp; black vinyl in stock 15,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>FEAR DROP No. 15: SAIWAL - enquete sur l' esthetique musicale du vent mag &amp; CD Fear Drop LAGR 015 2010 great new issue (60 pages) with long essay &quot;La belle ambiante&quot; about romantic metaphors of drone music, nature &amp; wind music; incl. compilation CD with PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED tracks by THOMAS K ER, CEDRIC PEYRONNET / TOY BIZARRE, TETSUO FURUDATE, MICHAEL NORTHAM (with &quot;Suhina&quot; 10&quot; bonus-track), BJ NILSEN, CHRIS WATSON, THE [-LAU-R] / COLLECTIVE, JANA WIERDENEN, BLACK TO COMM, FRANCIS LOPEZ, COCOSCO, etc... absolutely must have, highly recommended! French label 12,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>FEIN TRINNERS feat. HATELES DUM ELM (F.T.B.P.D.) - Ahuenna CD-R Format Noise form-cd-o 2010 excellent new release by this &quot;alien drone&quot; outfit from Bremen, Germany (and formerly one half of NID); dark &amp; weird scheric experimental dronescapes using only analog sources, record players &amp; incredible handmade ambience, one intense one-tracker 44+ min full of variations and strange sounds, professional handmade cover &amp; duplication lim. 100, highly recommended 9,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>FRIPP &amp; ENO - No Pussyfooting do-CD Opal Ltd. DGM007 2008 ROBERT FRIPP &amp; BRIAN ENO in collaboratioin! Re-mastered &amp; expanded version of this legendary album from 1973, using the original master tapes (contains reversed &amp; half speed material) 15,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>GERARD, PIERRE / SHINIKI - Static CD-R Dragon's Dream Recording de5028 2010 split album by these artists from Belgium &amp; Italy; &quot;silence, space &amp; emptiness as aural components&quot;; ed. of 250 copies, professional design, another very god release by this label from Los Angeles 10,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>GODFLESH - Streetcleaner CD-R Earache MOSH015CDX 2010 re-mastered re-issue of the groundbreaking album from 1989 (&quot;industrial metal&quot;), with a full disc of rare bonus material (demos, unreleased mixes, rehearsal versions, live track from 1989); comes in a cardboard sleeve, lim. 550 copies 10,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>HEATHDEATH - Un LP Conspiracy Records CORE073 2009 third album by this duo from Minneapolis; dark &amp; heavy ambient-noise based on guitars, drums, machines; lim. 300 15,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>HLADNA &amp; VRESNIT - Iney Senju Kornej CD VETVEI V08 2010 shamanic winter meditation drones, played mainly on acoustic instruments at a remoted place; lim. 383 copies and another strong release for this label from Yaroslav, Russia 12,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>HOLTERBACH, MANU &amp; JULIEN ECKHARDT - Do-Undo (in g maze) CD Helen Scarsdale HMS018CD 2010 the French sound-artist and RADIGUE-specialist MANU HOLTERBACH is re-working viola-drones from JULIA ECKHARDT combining them with field recordings = they are minimal drone fans for Andrews CHALK or PHILL NIBLOCK; lim. 300 press print edition 13,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>JECK, PHILIP &amp; MARCUS DAVIDSON - Spliced 7&quot; Touch Seven TS 10 2010 number 10 in the Touch 7&quot;series (lovely covers, astonishing music); recorded live at the Museum of Garden History, London, 8 May 2008, with help by MARCUS DAVIDSON (keyboards); lim. 500 (note: the spine of the cover says cat-nr is TS-09, but it should be TS-10!) 7,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>JESU - Infinity CD Avalanche arc017 2010 epic one-tracker 58 min of wondesome ambient drones; lim. 500 copies 10,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>JÜPPALA KÄÄPIO - Rainbow Mask CD Ommineimento om02 2010 first recordings (2006) by this new project feat. HITOSHI KOJO; lim. 200 clear vinyl full colour cover 15,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>JÜPPALA KÄÄPIO - Sporing Promenade CD Ommineimento om01 2010 first recordings from this new project HITOSHI KOJO (SPIRALCE) and his wife CAROLE WIEFEL; beautiful ethereal folk-drone &amp; natural ambient experimental ambience which he calls &quot;ethereal nature&quot; on many different instruments, nature-objects, voice &amp; field recordings lim. 300 15,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>K11 - Waiting for the Darkness CD-R AFÉ Records AFÉ01 2010 powerful polyphonic radio-wave noises, based on the concept of &quot;Instrumental Transmission Communication&quot;, using video screening &amp; multiple radio signals (materialized as a ghost in your living room! Very nice work of this Italian artist!) lim. 100 copies, professional full colour cover &amp; pro-duplicated CD 13,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>KISS THE ANUS OF A BLACK CAT - The Nebulous Dreams CD-R Panoptic 009 2010 ambient-noise based on guitars, drums, machines; lim. 300 12,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>KÖNER, THOMAS - Permafrost CD-TYPEO71V 2010 re-issue of the second KÖNER-album from 1992 (Barooni), for the first time on vinyl &amp; second in a tryptich of three vinyl re-issues of his early works 16,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>KÖNER, THOMAS - Teimo do-LP Type Records TYPE070V 2010 re-issue of the third KÖNER-album from 1993 (Barooni), for the first time on vinyl &amp; final release in a tryptich of three re-issues of his early works 16,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>KSHATRIY - Slepok Soznaniya CD-R Biosonar^Labyrint 012 2010 concept album made entirely of analogue synth (aka NEZAMO and NEZAMOA POGAN); numbered / lim. 108 copies in nicely printed handmade sleeve 10,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>KSHATRIY - Slepok Soznaniya - 139 Russia CD-R Biosonar^Labyrint 013 2010 &quot;Dendralepsya&quot; = ability to suddenly turn into a tree! this is the sound you'll hear while being a tree; handmade / handpainted cardboard sleeve, lim./numb. 108 copies 10,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>LUNAR ABYSSES / GELOGRAVIZAAT - &quot;geop-noology&quot; CD-R Biosonar^Labyrint 010 2009 concept album made entirely of analogue synth (aka NEZAMO and NEZAMOA POGAN); numbered / lim. 108 copies in nicely printed handmade sleeve 10,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>LUNAR ABYSSES NEWSYF / Durlacul - Le Benzoni CD-R Biosonar^Labyrint 011 2010 one intense one-tracker 44+ min full of variations and strange sounds, professional handmade cover &amp; duplication lim. 100, highly recommended 9,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>MANTRA, MICHAEL - Amanita Lake do-CD &amp; DVD Silentes cd 090204 2010 two hours and a half of music plus DVD video by the master of &quot;positive&quot; or &quot;new brain&quot; ambience which he calls &quot;Brain Hemisphere Harmonic Healing&quot;, a tool for synchronizing the brain hemispheres &amp; reaching deep meditation states 20,50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of EARTH & BURNING WITCH and guest ALAN BISHOP (SUN CITY GIRLS) 12,50 www.conspiracyrecords.com

CD McGODDAG, James - Between no Ground and the Bay Leaf Tree mCD-R Taalem alm 67 2010 Australian "experimental ambient" artist using processed bowed guitar & field recordings 5,00 www.taalem.com

MOULT, Richard - Suite for Hippolyte mCD-R Evening of Light :EOL01: 2009 very minimal / atmospheric solo piano music by this British composer & pianist; lim. 100 handmade cover 8,50 www.eveningoflight.net

NADJA - Autoptegamene CD Essence Music ESS013 2010 lim. 600 extremely nice "Rorschach-test" cover (6 panel digisleeve) & 6 inlay cards; Brasilian import & should be gone soon!! 16,00 www.essence-music.com

NEZNAMO - Zavet CD-R VETVEI V10 third part of the "MY"-trilogy by this promising Russian drone-ambient project; very mysterious & subtle ghost ambience; lim. 111 copies nice cardboard design 10,00 www.vetvei.ohms.ru

NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS & MYSTIFIED - Engine Room Glow mCD-R box Tsom 048 2010 4-track EP, 20 minutes of collaboration material, comes in mini DVDbox with 2 photo inlays, numbered ed. 150 copies 7,00

NOISES OF RUSSIA - Humility do-CD Zhelezobeton ZHB-XXV // Aquarelist 14-10 2009 very minimal / atmospheric solo piano music by this British composer & painter; lim. 100 handmade cover & w. booklet 14,50

PAK - PAN mCD-R Rapocon 5th: In the studio - 25 tracks from the Rapocon 5th LP Blasflustเทพiteli download I found a black hole. 22,50 www.blasflustเทพiteli.com

PERRY, BRENDA - Eye of the Hunter CD 4AD GAD 0015CD 1999 first solo album by DEAD CAN DANCE member, now for midprice! 10,00 2004, www.silentes.net


PHARMAKUSTIK - Neurochemie CD-R Dragon's Eye Recordings de5029 2010 first collaboration release by these two US-composers; strange minimal "advanced drones" and strong "concrete" atmospheres inspired by the work of painter BARNET NEWMAN and the philosophy of SPINOZA; ed. of 250 copies, professional design, another very good release by this label from Los Angeles 10,00 www.dragoneyerecordings.com

PORTION CONTROL - Progress Report 1980-1983 7" Box CD-R Vinyl-On-Demand VOD73 2010 7" Box CD R-Tik-Tik 7,50 T-shirt, DVD and MC; the ultimate collection of all their MCs 1980-1983 plus various unreleased & rare recordings; 800 copies in impressive & embossed METAL BOX 115,00

PYRAMIDS - WYNDKRMMER BOX SET 5 x MC-BOX Small Doses DOSE69 2010 5 x BOX CD-R Vinyl-On-Demand VOD73 2010 5 x BOX CD R-Tik-Tik 15,00 T-shirt, DVD and MC; the ultimate collection of all their MCs 1980-1983 plus various unreleased & rare recordings; 800 copies in impressive & embossed METAL BOX 115,00

RICHARD, MAX - The Blue Notebooks www.fat-cat.co.uk

ROBERT, JOCELYN - Monsonics www.hronir.de

RUHLMANN, MATHIEU - As a Leaf or a Stone CD-R AFE Records afe123lcd 2010 fascinating sound-journey using an array of "raw objects" like stones, plants, insects and everyday-consumer articles; lim. 100 copies, professional full colour cover & pro-duplicated CDR 13,00 www.afe-records.de

SAWMAYS, NIGEL - Illunine mCD-R Taalem alm 66 2010 neweromancer from UK with cinematic, harmonic, ambient, to discover 5,00 www.taalem.com

SEASONS (PRE-DIN) - Occasionally I forgot to breathe LP Type Records TYPE061V 2009 debut vinyl-release (vinyl-version of the CD-R on MYSTERY SEA) by this new experimental drone artist from UK 16,00 www.typeperc.org

SHIFTS - Pangaea CD Elsie and Jack #002 1997 back in last copies this wonderful guitar-ambient work by the no longer existing project of FRANS DE WAARD; never did he sound more droney than in SHIFTS!! 13,50 www.elsieandjack.com

SHINKEI / MISE EN SCENE - Leftover_1 mCD-R Dragon's Eye Recordings de2712 2010 extreme minimal / microsound ambience, lim. 150; excellent artwork 7,00 www.dragoneyerecordings.com

SIBERIAN ARMOR - Signals CD-R Zhelezobeton ZHB-XXV 2010 call & slow drone-waves with glitch-elements; side-project of EXIT IN GREY; lim. 250 professional cover 8,00 http://zhb.radionoise.ru/

SKULL DEFEKTS - Blood Spirits and Drums are singing mCD-R Dark Meadow DMR001 2010 first album of this quite new UK drone project, doing two long & slow hallucinogenic drone-morass pieces based on diverse bass & guitars, very psychedelic & otherworldly; handmade cover, numbered edition 8,00 www.darkmeadowrecordings.com

SKULL DEFEKTS - Blood Spirits and Drums are singing mCD-R Dark Meadow DMR001 2010 first album of this quite new UK drone project, doing two long & slow hallucinogenic drone-morass pieces based on diverse bass & guitars, very psychedelic & otherworldly; handmade cover, numbered edition 8,00 www.darkmeadowrecordings.com

SUN RA & HIS OMINVERSE JET-SET ARKESTRA - Breathe for the purestar Star Zone / Oblique Parallax CD Artyard CD05 2010 release of two LPs recorded 1980 & 1981 at the Detroit Jazz Center 14,00 www.ermegarcorp.com

SYRINX - Outside the Life that's haunting me mCD-R Dark Meadow DMR001 2010 first album of this quite new experimental drone artist with very mysterious & subtle ghost ambience; lim. 100 copies in impressive & embossed METAL BOX 13,50 www.typeperc.org

TAIGA - Hsein LP Conspiracy Records CORE071 2008 cosmic ambience by this solo-project of CLIFFORD MEYER (RED SPAROWES, etc.), reminds on 70's electronic space ambience (ENO / CLUSTER / TANGERINE DREAM / KLAUS SCHULZE); lim. 500 on black vinyl 13,00 www.conspiracyrecords.com

TAINTED CORROSIONES PARALLALE - Parallelidimension CD-R Tsom 049 2010 very dense & bleak dark drones from Germany, well done hype-drones! comes in DVD-box, lim.150, two full colour photo inlays 10,00 www.tsom.de

TAMAGAWA - Plus tard, le meme jour... CD No Echo Records NE-011 2010 first album by this French project known from his powerful one-man performances, this much more harmonic & subtle between post-rock melancholia
and hypnotizing ambience (working mainly with guitars & synths); nice cover, lim. 500 12,50 www.noechorecords.com

105 TAPHEPHOBIA - Access to a World of Pain CD Greytone (grey006) 2010 first real CD by this "dark melancholic drone" project from Norway (once a member of NORTHAUNT); mainly based on sad guitar harmonics & ultra deep drones, lim. 500 13,00 www.greytone.eu

106 THE LAST HOUR - same CD Intuition Records INT28006 2008 following project of GOTHICA with slow & melancholic, romantic "ambient wave" with electronic & neo-classic influences; incl. a cover-version of JOY DIVISIONs "New Dawn Fades" 12,00 www.my-space.com/intuitionrecords

107 THE NORTH SEA - Bloodlines CD Type Records TYPE065 2010 dark experimental electronics from BRAD ROSE with help from MIKE WEIS (drummer of ZELJENOPLE) 16,00 www.type-records.com

108 THROBBING GRISTLE - Taste of TG. A Beginners Guide to the Music of Throbbing Gristle CD Mute Records TGC014 2004 kind of "best of" with 14 tracks from the bands 4 proper albums, plus 3 rare / live tracks; the ideal introduction to TG with their most well known "hits" on one album, feat. nice cover artwork by Sleazy 12,00 www.mute.com

109 TO / THOMAS TILLY - Cables & Signs (ten underwater field recordings) CD Fissur r06 2010 ten underwater field recordings, "a collection of hydrophonic recordings of plants and insects" - first fabric-pressed CD release for "TO" (with accent on O that we can not display here) aka THOMAS TILLY who is exploring strange micro worlds like JOHN HUDAK or MICHAEL PRIME 12,00 www.fissur.com

110 TOPOGRAFIA - Genius Loci CD Greytone (grey005) 2010 debut-album by this Polish "experimental ambient" project (based on field recordings & acoustic instruments) linked at ATUM and inspired by the philosophy of SCHOPENHAUER; lim. 500 and as all GREYTONE-releases, recommended! A Promotional video can be found on the website 13,00 www.greytone.eu

111 TROUM / NAHTSCATO - CD Zoharan ZOHAR 012-2 2010 finally a CD-version / re-issue of the two vinyl-only releases AUTOPOIESIS (pic-LP from 2004) and NAHTSCATO (12" from 2005); plus two unreleased versions / bonus-tracks recorded 2003: 6-panel digipack, edition of 500 copies 13,00 www.zoharan.com

112 TROUM / ASIA NOVA / VOICE OF EYE - Actualization / Excrement of Old Dreams CD Diskorporeality Recordings CD # 2 2009 live collaboration recorded on stage at Fundus, Weingarten, in September 2007 (re-mastered by URE THRALL); plus an older Radio-session by TROUM & S.Q.E with URE THRALL recorded at KJFC Radio in Palo Alto, CA, March 2001. This CD might be hard to find outside the U.S. as there's no real distribution for it; RE- FOUND SOME COPIES!!! 13,00

113 UBEBOET - Archival LP Moving Furniture Records MFR009 2010 advanced organic drone-spherics from this Spanish project, so visionary & emotional; first LP-release on MOVING FURNITURE, lim. 200; highly recommended for "transcendental drone" lovers!! 18,50 www.movingfurniturerecords.com

114 UHLIG, MIRKO - The Strings that heal the Orchestra mCD-R Taalem alm 65 2010 a wonderful new piece of warm ambience & extension drones from the ex AALFANG WITH PFERDEKOPF, using lots of backwards sounds, a fabulous one-tracker!! 5,00 www.taalem.com

115 ULTRA MILKMAIDS - Medecine LP Ant-Zen act238 2010 the return of the mighty ULTRA MILKMAIDS!! With the help of two female violin players this is a beautiful mixture of chamber-music and drone-ambience, using guitars, piano, organ-drones; only available as LP or MP3! 190g white vinyl, lim. 300, beautiful matte cover 11,50 www.ant-zen.com

116 VAN DER VLEUTEN, MAARTEN - A true & faithful Relation of what passed for many Years between Dr. John Dee and some Spirits CD-R Evening of Light :EOL02: 2010 second album by this Dutch artist & electronic music producer; lim. 113 copies, handmade edition using ivory paper 12,00 www.eveningoflight.nl

117 VIRFUL OBIRSA / ZERO ZERO ZERO - Fearful Oblation do-MC BOX Petn Supply Petn000 2010 early recordings (1986-1990) by this one half of YEAST CULTURE (under two different monikers); double MC-box with, incredibly handmade art package, VHS-box with velour, handpainted & silkscreened sleeve & inserts; lim. 50 in this special cover!! 12,00

118 VRESNIT - Tunet CD Vekvirus Music oc008 2009 Shamanic Drone Ambient created entirely on acoustic instruments & objects & using nature recordings; first proper CD release by this Russian project, highly recommended as this is really strange & surrealistic "suspected" ghost-ambient!! 13,00 www.vekvirus.info

119 VRESNIT & KSHATRIY - TaeT CD VETVEI V07 2009 two promising projects from the ever growing Russian Drone & Experimental-scene in collaboration; archaic transcendental ambience muzak with a strong mythological atmosphere, lim. 484 copies in full-colour 7" fold out sleeve; first "fabric pressed" CD release on VETVEI 2009 www.vetvei.ohms.ru

120 V.A. - Avtogen-Shaitan do-CD Ostraga OTR-015 2007 Russian compilation packed in a totally handmade 7" collage cover, with tracks by MISERY, CISFINITUM, BARDOSENGETICUBE, FLUTWACHT, KRYPTOGEN RUNDFUNK, FIRE IN THE HEAD, and many many more unknown acts. 12,00 www.ostraga.narod.ru

121 V.A. - Shapes and Phases of Ambience CD Rhythms. Various tracks by RELAPXYCH.0, QUANTEC, and DEER; nice priced 10,00 www.ghostsounds.net

122 CD Licht und Stahl LICHT 006 2009 post-industrial compilation on the label of N.STRAHL N with exclusive tracks by DIETER M., FLUTWACHT, GALERIE SCHALLSCHUTZ, MINIMATA, LE SYNDICAT, etc.: a good mixture of well known acts and newcomers, working on the theme "steel & lights"; lim. / numb. 300 copies 13,00 www.lichtundstahl.blogspot.com

123 WHETHAM, SIMON - Quiet Please CD-R Lens Records LEN30100 2009 professionally fabricated CDR release by this interesting field recording composer, using sounds of the Peckham Library in London; lim. 100 12,00

124 WYRM - Divination Bones pic-7" Drone Records DR-99 2010 excellent abstract drone-experimentalism by this mysterious project by the long active ALLAN ZANE. The second ever PICTURE-disc on Drone Records, comes in extreme handmade / handpainted cover & parchment inlay, numbered ed. of only 250 copies 8,50 www.drone-records.de

125 XELA - Divine LP Dekorder 042 2010 second part of trilogy, lim. 500 12,50 www.dekorder.com

126 YEN POX - Blood Music do-CD Malignant Records TUM010 2009 professionally fabricated CDR release by this lying field recording composer, using sounds of the Peckham Library in London; lim. 100 12,00

127 ZIMIAMVIAN NIGHT - Zimiamvian Night 2 CD Infraction INFX 014 2007 debut-CD of this "extended minimal / drone" project known from a fabulous CDR only release on the same label; hyper-subtle drone pulsations, strangely harmonic, soft & mellow but somehow cryptic..... 13,50 www.infractionrecords.com

the END

(is just another beginning)
After some pressing problems, the new Drone EPs are finally out! We wish again to thank everyone who supported our 7" series over the years!!

**DR-99 WYRM - Divination Bones**    picture-7"        8.50

(Japan/Switzerland; two pieces of sublime Drone-Muzak, mesmerizing and mind-expanding sonic clouds. The project of HITOSHI KOJO. Comes on clear vinyl in handmade cotton wool & gauze bandage cover, something you haven't seen before!! This is the final statement in the Drone Records 7" series!! Lim. 300 )

Other news: The legends from the 80's/90's underground SWANS are back! We have copies of the vinyl version and special ed. with bonus CD here!!

Please send your orders & all communication to:  

drone@dronerecords.de

**Please always mention THE PRICES** (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier and faster to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!!

---

**1 AALFANG MIT PFERDEKOPF & DRONAEMENT - Hermit Haven**

CD-R Tosom 051 2010 lovely obscure & experimental low-fi drone-ambience with weird folky passages, purely acoustic soundsources, field recordings;

10,00  www.tosom.de

**2 ART BEARS - Hopes and Fears**

CD 2010 re-mastered re-issue of the first LP (1978); new artwork, 180 gr vinyl, etc..

19,50  www.rermegacorp.com

**3 BISCLAVERET - Ephemeros [ante "Te Deum"]**

CD Zoharum ZOHAR 011-2 2010 new album by this Polish cold wave / depressive ambient duo

15,00  www.bassesfrequences.org

**4 BLONDE REDHEAD - Penny Sparkle**

CD 2010 one slowly evolving piece in 8 parts by the master of electric 12-string guitar ambience; LP version incl. free download coupon

14,50  www.younggodrecords.com

**5 BURIAL HEX - Initiations**

18,50  www.younggodrecords.com

---

Please order our�新 music as well! Check our online database on the website. Thanks again for your support and we look forward to seeing you...
132 VAINIO, MIKA - It's a Muthang 7" Comfortzone cz005 2010 lim. 500 - rare Austrian 7" by the PAN SONIC half 8,50 www.comfortzonemusic.com

133 VAINIO, MIKA - Time Examined BOOK + do-CD Raster-Noton R~N 109 2010 new hardcover art-book (92 pages) presenting installation works by the Finnish musician & diverse texts, plus a selection of tracks for his installations & soundtracks on two CDs (feat CARSTEN NICOLAI) 36,50 www.raster-noton.de

134 VANCE ORCHESTRA - Drek (parts I - VI) CD Wadsworth Records WR17 2005 lim. numb 100 copies / very special cardboard cover w. many full-colour inlays / fabric-pressed CD, no CDR / STILL AVAILABLE, SPECIAL OFFER only for this update! 14,00 www.wadsworth.com

135 VAYR, CRANT - Summerhouses CD Mille Plateaux / Cluster MPlCU 001 2010 great new album by this long active electronica artist; arctic ambience based on original field recordings 14,00 www.mille-plateaux.com

136 VON HAUSWOLFF, CM & JAN HAFSTRÖM / J.P. FABRA - Graf Spee LP Presto? p7010 2010 two collaborative audio-visionary LPs, somehow inspired by the self-sculture of the battleship "Graf Spee" in Dec. 1939 18,50 http://prestorecords.com

137 V.A. - Anthology of Noise & Electronic Music Vol. 6 (sixth a chronology 1957-2010) do-CD Sub Rosa SR290 2010 finally the next volume of this massive anthology project, combining old & new, famous & more unknown acts with extensive background infos, double-digipack & 52 pages booklet, featuring ZEV, DANIEL MENCHE, JOHN WIESE, JOHN DUNCAN, ILIOS, STEPHEN O'MALLEY, ISRAEL MARTINEZ, ATA EBTEKAR, JOSEPH NECHTVATAL, T. FURUDATE, HUOKAIDAN, INCAPACITANTS, TORTURING NOISE, ULTRAPHONIST, etc. etc. 16,50 www.subrosa.net

138 V.A. - Anthology of Noise & Electronic Music Vol. 2 x LP SUB Rosa SR200 2010 lim. vinyl-version of the second Volume! Spanning from 1936-2003 with major & previously unreleased works by VLADIMIR USSACHEVSKY + OTTO LUNENG, LUC FERRARI, TODD DODGSTADER, JOHANNA M.BEYER, MORTON SUBTITICK, KIM CASCON, SPK, AUTCHE, ARCANE DEVICE, SUN RA, LAIBACH, etc.etc. + extensive liner-notes; lim. 1000 copies gatefoldcover 27,50

139 V.A. - Clicks & Cuts 4 CD MillePlateauxMedia mpm004 2004 fourth volume for the famous compilation series of "experimental electronica", advanced glitch, ambient & technoid stuff by ULTRA-RED, BIZZ CIRCUITS, THOMAS BRINKMANN, RAN SLAVIN, @G, ELECTRIC BIRDS, HAKAN LIDBO and many more... SPECIAL PRICED now! 10,00 www.mille-plateaux.com

140 V.A. - Clicks & Cuts 5.0 - Paradigm Shift do-LP Mille Plateaux MP 300 2010 Mille PLATEAUX has been re-launched with a new volume of the legendary compilation series "Clicks & Cuts"! AOKI TAKAMASA, WYATT KEUSCH, LOOM, AMETSUB, KABUTOGANI & many more unknown / new names trying to create truly advanced experimental electronica 14,00 www.mille-plateaux.com

141 V.A. - Clicks & Cuts 5.0 - Paradigm Shift do-CD Raster-Noton R~R 109 2009 hardcover art-book (92 pages) presenting installation works by the Finnish musician & diverse texts, plus a selection of tracks for his installations & soundtracks on two CDs (feat CARSTEN NICOLAI) 18,00 www.raster-noton.de

142 V.A. - Things that happened do-CDR Reduktive Musiken REDUKT 013 2010 five complete recordings from concerts that have happened in Hamburg 2005 & 2006: AUDIBLE PAIN (harsh ponding analogue industrial noise), NOTSTANDSKOMITEE vs TBC (chaotic anarcho-noise impro), WÄLDCHEGARTEN (great 35 min recording of their show at HORBAR in May 2005!), GOVERNMENT ALPHA (piercing analogue Jap harsh noise). PRAYING FOR OBLIVION (short but extreme voice-processions); comes in silk-screened LP cover with cardboard plate & 4-panel A4 inlay poster; numbered ed. of 100 copies 17,50 www.reduktivemusiken.de

143 V.A. - Zabriskie Point: Original Soundtrack 3 x CD Music on Vinyl 2010 soundtrack to ANTONIONI's cult-film (1970), incl. four bonus tracks each from PINK FLOYD & JERRY GARCIA that were used in the film, but not on the previously released soundtrack versions!!! Gatefold-cover 28,00 www.musiconvinyl.de

144 WALLACE, ZACH - Glass Armonica CD Root Strata RS046 2009 three pieces of lovely glass harmonics, very overtunig & waving drones; based loosely on a design by Benjamin Franklin, for multiple players 15,50 www.rootsatra.com

145 WHISPER ROOM - Birch Glass CD Elev Recordings edv-09 2009 new american band-project of ADIKAN BAKER (NADJA), with JAKOB THEISEN (STUDENTS) on drums & NEIL WIERNIK aki NAW on bass & laptop; very floating, fluffy, mythic, ambient & drone jazz that shimmers in a dark way 12,00 www.elevrecordings.net

146 WHITMAN, KEITH FULLERTON - Variations for Oud & Synthesizer 7" no label / self-released! 2010 "Retired assassin (code name HRVATSKI) splashes DNA from Hamza el Din and Louis & Bebe Barron all over a Unarian tearoom" rare 7" 10,00

147 WIESE, JOHN - Circle Snare LP Post Present Medium PPM31 2010 powerful release by this noise-artist from L.A. (known from his touring with SUNN O))) and WOLF EYES; lim. 500 16,00 www.postpresentmedium.com

148 WM - Division Bones pic-7" Drone Records DR-99 2010 excellent abstract drone-experimentalism by this mysterious project by the long alive ALLAN ZANE. THE Vinyl-version includes a free copy of the CD! 18,50 www.mille-plateaux.com

149 WS - West MC in a Vacuum CD VACT-15 1987 project by BIG CITY ORCHESTRA members and AL MARGOLIS / IF, BWANA ! Live-recordings from 1987, released on the legendary FREEDOM IN A VACUUM label from Toronto; ONE 2-hand copy in stock; almost MINT 15,00

150 YELLOW SWANS - Live during War Crimes 2 CD Release the Bats Records #16 2006 live recordings Jan & Feb. 2006 by the now disbanded noise-duo; special priced! 10,00 www.releasethebats.com


153 the END (is just another beginning) ...

DRONE RECORDS
Non-Entertaining-Muzak LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO - MODERN CLASSIC Explorer 7"- vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or self-made covers 10"- vinyl-series of SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA ("Sing the Song of the Unknown") home of TRANSGREDIENT Records (the Troum-label : www.troum.com) shipping-adress:

Stefan Knappe
Celler Strasse 33
28055 Bremen * Germany
answer-phone: x49-421-7942996
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de
www.substantia-innominata.de
VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838
payments: bank-transfer, paypal, moneybookers